MATCH REPORT
Reading Juniors Orange Vs Bowmore Asset Management
5/12/2018
12/2018
POM: (BAM)
POM: (RJ Orange)

Bowmore were ready and waiting for RJ Orange and the game started a little late. The
pace in the first quarter was steady and went with the centre passes for the first couple
of goals. Bowmore took advantage of a great back line pass interception by Lizzie (GD)
to take the lead. A couple more interceptions and a score by RJ Orange after Bowmore
lost their centre pass followed by a superb take from a high pass into the circle by
Bowmore GA (Jill Ellicot) resulted in the quarter ending at RJ Orange 4, Bowmore 5.

A nice feed into the circle by the Bowmore C (Michelle Hooker) led to a quick score start
to Q2. Juniors GA had a good shot from distance to pull the score back. Bowmore
retained some control although the pace was increasing. A great long feed by Bowmore
WA (Emma Sibley) over the head of a very strong bouncy Juniors GD reached its target
of their GA (Jill) who promptly converted for a lovely score. Juniors lovely tall GK was
starting to frustrate Bowmore with some quick interceptions, however Bowmore
continued to apply pressure and scored a couple more. The quarter ended with a super
long shot by Juniors GS (Emily Gill) with RJ Orange 8, Bowmore 11.

Bowmore take first goal after an interception by their GK (Anne Clark). However Juniors
had come out with renewed pace in the second half with and when their GK intercepted
a ball it was passed quickly down court and a super take from the Juniors GA
demonstrating her exceptional balance gave Juniors the opportunity to start to pull it
back. Juniors worked hard and had several GD and GK interceptions and they started to
pull it back with some lovely work by their GS (Emily Gill), being narrowly ahead RJ
Orange 17, Bowmore 14 at the end of Q3.

The final quarter Juniors started as they meant to go on with lots of interceptions from
their tall quick GK. They demonstrated some fast passing back down to GA, who was
running in and a produced a lovely score. GS Emily Gill was on top form with her great
split landings and her shots were all going in. After a fall and roll in the slippy weather

Bowmore WD (Lizzie) had to be subbed. Juniors fought hard and pulled back very
strongly in the second half ending the game Reading Juniors Orange 28, Bowmore 17.

Final Score: Reading Juniors Orange 28 - Bowmore Asset
Management 17

MATCH REPORT
Bowmore v Headcase
26/09/201
26/09/2018
/09/2018
POM: Anne Clark (Bowmore)
POM: E Sibley (Headcase)

The first quarter got off to a friendly yet competitive start with some fantastic defending
at both ends. This was reflected in the low scoring quarter, with Headcase sinking 4 and
Bowmore (due to an incredible lean from GK) not sinking any.

The competitive yet positive vibe continued this quarter, with some brilliant passing
down the court. Bowmore C made a fantastically impressive interception as the whistle
went. The defending proved themselves again this quarter with low scoring: Bowmore 3
– Headcase 8.

A dynamic switch up in Bowmore's defence lead to some longer leavers matching the
height at the other end. GK (Headcase) used her lean impressively well but GS & GA
(Bowmore) began using their angles and movement well. There was little play for either
team in centre court, but lots of lovely play down the court from both sides, using their
triangles effectively. Bowmore 6 - Headcase 15

The last quarter was still energetic and focussed with some wonderful shooting from
Bowmore despite the best lean in the league from H GK! A well played and enjoyable
game had by all.

Final Score: Bowmore 9 – Headcase 18

